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Raptors Superfan, Diversity Speaker; Top Auto Dealer
http://www.kmprod.com/speakers/speaker-nav-bhatia

Bio

Nav Bhatia is best known as the Official Toronto Raptors Superfan. He has not
missed a home game since the inception of the team in 1995. He can be seen
at the Air Canada Centre and quite a few road games sitting in his now famous
courtside seat next to the basket. In 2015 Nav was also appointed to the role
of Raptor`s Community Ambassador and asked to report to the Global
Ambassador, Drake, as they look to spread the love of Basketball and the
Toronto Raptors. [morelink]
Topics

VIRTUAL / LIVE:
Shifting Perceptions
With his staple enthusiasm and boundless energy, Nav shared his personal journey immigrating
to Canada and tirelessly working to find his fit in this country. After much struggle, he built one of
the most successful businesses in the Canadian automotive industry and leveraged a love of

basketball to change how people view one another. His story has been featured around the world
and inspired millions.

The Power of Diversity
Speaker Nav Bhatia shares his story of immigrating to Canada, rising to the top of the North
American automobile industry, and using professional basketball to change perceptions and
encourage integration.
Key Takeaways:
Improving your culture by better-integrating newcomers.
A compass for building a successful business through a positive attitude & hard work.
How to use shared passions to rise above discrimination & excel both as individuals and as
an organization.

From Sikh to Superfan: Embracing Diversity
Organizations now see that by building out a diverse and inclusive workplace, they are gaining
benefits that go far beyond the optics. But how does a diverse and inclusive workplace look in a
practical sense? How can organizations better meet the unique needs of these individuals?
In this presentation, Nav shares his firsthand account of being a newcomer to Canada trying to
integrate & excel with a new employer, a new culture, and a new society. This presentation will
show audiences how to accommodate newcomers into your team & help equip them with the
tools and support needed to excel.
For more information, Nav Bhatia's speaking schedule,* fees, and ** booking Nav Bhatia,
contact us.
*Fee range indicated is for "virtual" presentations. ** Virtual conferences, virtual corporate events &
meetings only.

